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a b s t r a c t
Let I be a small category. For an I-diagram X and Iop-diagrams A and B of pointed spaces,
each pairing X ∧ A → B satisfying the projection formula induces a pairing holimi Xi ∧
hocolimi Ai → hocolimi Bi. In this note we show that there is an induced pairing Ep,qr (X) ⊗
Ers,t(A) → Ers−p,q+t(B) of homotopy spectral sequences compatible with abutments in the
sense that
Fppiq holimi Xi ∧ Fspit hocolimi Ai → Fs−ppiq+t hocolimi B.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this note we follow a suggestion by Pete Bousfield and present a series of results which can be used to confirm
an expected property of the higher K-groups with compact support that was defined by Gillet and Soulé [7], 5.3 and
page 170. Specifically, for a pointed cosimplicial space X and pointed simplicial spaces A and B, one readily deduces, from
op. cit., Proposition 8, that each pairing
Xn ∧ An µn−→ Bn, (1)
which satisfies the usual projection formula (5), induces a pairing
Tot X ∧ Diag A µ−→ Diag B. (2)
For X a fibrant pointed cosimplicial space, consider the homotopy spectral sequence Ep,qr (X), for r ≥ 1 and q ≥ p ≥ 0, abutting
to piq−pTot X defined by Bousfield and Kan [5], X.6, and for A a termwise connected pointed simplicial space, consider the
homotopy spectral sequence Ers,t(A), for r ≥ 1 and s, t ≥ 0, abutting to pis+tDiag A. The latter spectral sequence is derived
from thework of Bousfield and Friedlander [4], B.5. Using the formulation of the cap product pairing of singular cohomology
with singular homology (e.g. [16], page 250), one easily constructs for (1) a pairing of normalized chain complexes
NppiqX ⊗ NspitA→ Ns−ppiq+tB.
We deduce the existence of an induced pairing, at least in positive dimensions, of homotopy spectral sequences
Ep,qr (X)⊗ Ers,t(A) µ−→ Ers−p,q+t(B)
which is compatible with (2), i.e.,
FppiqTot X ⊗ FspitDiag A→ Fs−ppiq+tDiag B,
by showing that (2) factors as Tot X ∧ Diag A→ Diag (X\A)→ Diag B and exhibiting a pairing
Ep,qr (X)⊗ Ers,t(A)→ Ers−p,q+t(X\A).
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Since Gillet and Soulé formulate higher K-theory with compact supports in terms of spectra (see [4,10]) and we restrict
our focus to pointed spaces, we do not actually address their query. Nevertheless, these results provide an affirmative
answer. Indeed, let SpΣ denote the category of symmetric spectra [10], and let S∗ denote the category of pointed spaces.
Using the adjoint functors F0 : S∗  SpΣ : Ev0, where F0 is left adjoint to the “evaluation at zero” functor, one readily obtains
what is needed. Thus for a variety X over a field of characteristic zero and X¯ a compactification of X, the cap product pairing
Kc(X) ∧ K′(X)→ K′(X¯) induces a pairing of weighted filtrations
FpKcm(X)⊗ FqK′n(X)→ Fq−pK′m+n(X¯),
where pi∗Kc(X) = Kc∗(X) is the K-theory with compact supports of X.
A second application of these results can be obtained using the counit
map∗(U, V) ∧ U→ V
(e.g. [5], VIII.4.8), for pointed spaces U and V .
Example 1. For a pointed simplicial space X and a pointed space A, let
µ : map∗(Xp, A) ∧ Xp → Xp ∧ A
denote the pairing given by µ(f , y) = (y, f (y)). For X termwise connected and A group-like, we obtain a pairing
Ep,qr (map∗(X, A))⊗ Ers,t(X)→ Ers−p,q+t(X ∧ A)
which is compatible with the abutments
[Σ q−pDiag X, A] ⊗ pis+tDiag X→ pis−p+q+tDiag X ∧ A.
Example 2. For a ring spectrum E and a simplicial space X, there is a pairing
µ : map∗(Xp, E) ∧ Xp ∧ E→ Xp ∧ E,
as in the previous example. The associated pairing of spectral sequences is compatible with the standard cap pairing
Ep−q(Diag X)⊗ Es+t(Diag X)→ Es−p+q+t(Diag X).
Example 3. Our last application was motivated in part by the work of Blanc and Thompson [1]. For pointed spacesM, Y and
n ≥ 0, let pin(Y;M) = [Σ nM, Y]. Let X be a pointed simplicial space X satisfying the pi∗-Kan condition [4], B.3., and assume
that X is termwise fibrant. By [4] B.5, there is a tower of fibrations
Diag X→ · · · → Diag PtX→ Diag Pt−1X→ · · ·Diag P−1X = ∗,
where PtX the simplicial space obtained by the termwise application of the Postnikov sections functor. Thus there is first
quadrant spectral sequence
pippiq(X;M) = E2p,q(X;M)⇒ pip+q(Diag X;M)
which converges ifM is finite. Replacing the zero sphere S0 byM in the formation of the models Drs,t [12] we deduce that the
standard composition pairing induces a pairing
[Σ qM,M] ⊗ Ers,t(X;M)→ Ers,q+t(X;M).
This note is organized as follows: Section 2 contains the definition of the the \-product for pointed cosimplicial and
simplicial spaces. Here we show (Theorem 5) that for a pointed cosimplicial space X and a pointed simplicial space A, the
pointed simplicial space X\A is an initial object of the category of cap pairings, i.e., pairings satisfying the projection formula
(5), going out of X and A. This result is due to Pete Bousfield (personal communication). In Section 3 we discuss homotopy
spectral sequences for pointed cosimplicial and simplicial spaces. Using the underlying structure of the standard cap product
of singular cohomology with singular homology, we obtain a pairing (Theorem 12) of homotopy cosimplicial and simplicial
spectral sequences for pointed spaces. In Section 4 we use the results of the previous sections to deduce Theorem 17 which
asserts that a pairing between suitable diagrams of pointed spaces induces a cap pairing of the homotopy spectral sequences.
Throughout this note we use the term “space” to mean “simplicial set”, and we assume that the reader is familiar with
model categories as defined by Quillen [13].
2. Cap pairings
Let 1 denote the skeletal subcategory of finite ordered sets and nondecreasing maps consisting of the objects [n] =
{0, 1, . . . , n} for n ≥ 0, and let c.S∗ (resp. s.S∗) denote the category of pointed cosimplicial (resp. simplicial) spaces. We
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follow the terminology of Hollender andVogt [9] and consider pointed cosimplicial spaces as right1op-modules and pointed
simplicial spaces as left1op-modules. For X ∈ c.S∗, A ∈ s.S∗ and [k] θ−→ [m] ∈ 1op, we denote the induced map on simplices
of Xm by x 7→ x · θ and the induced map on simplices of Ak by a 7→ θh · a or simply a 7→ θ · a.
For X ∈ c.S∗ and A ∈ s.S∗, the coend of X and A, denoted X∧1op A ∈ S∗, is obtained from the wedge ∨n≥0 Xn ∧ An by
identifying (x · θ ∧ a) ∈ Xk ∧ Ak with (x∧ θ · a) ∈ Xm ∧ Am for each θ : [k] → [m] ∈ 1op. We also use the term balanced smash
product to refer to the coend of X and A. Using the latching maps LnX→ Xn, LnA→ An for n ≥ 0, where
LnX = colim
[n] θ−→[k]∈1op
Xk LnA = colim
[k] φ−→[n]∈1op
Ak
with θ a composition of facial operators and φ a composition of degeneracy operators, one can form inductively push-out
squares
(LnX ∧ An)∐LnX∧LnA(Xn ∧ LnA) //

Xn ∧ An

Fn−1(X ∧1op A) // Fn(X ∧1op A)
(3)
starting with n = 0 and F−1(X∧1op A) = ∗.
Each latching map LnA → An is a cofibration, and LnX → Xn is a cofibration whenever n > 1 (see [2], Lemma 6.4). If the
maximal augmentation
a(X) = {x ∈ X0 | x · d0 = x · d1}
is the base point of X0, then L1X = X0 ∨ X0 → X1 is a cofibration, and we obtain a collection of cofiberings
Fn−1(X∧1op A)→ Fn(X∧1op A)→ (Xn/LnX) ∧ (An/LnA), (4)
with colimnFn(X∧1op A) = X∧1op A.
Remark 4. A basic example of the balanced smash product is ∆•+ ∧1op A, where ∆n ∈ S is the standard n-simplex. There is
a canonical identification ∆•+ ∧1op A = Diag A ∈ S∗ with (Diag A)n = An,n (see [4], Proposition B.1), and (4) has the familiar
form (e.g. [15], Section 5)
Fn−1Diag A→ FnDiag A→ Sn ∧ (An/LnA).
Let X ∈ c.S∗ and A, B ∈ s.S∗. Motivated by the work of Gillet and Soulé [7], Appendix A.2, we call a collection of pointed
maps {µn : Xn ∧ An → Bn}n≥0, such that
θ · µm(x · θ ∧ a) = µn(x ∧ θ · a) (5)
for θ : [m] → [n] ∈ 1op, x ∈ Xn and a ∈ Am, a cap pairing of X and A to B. As pointed out by Pete Bousfield (personal
communication) the class of cap pairings going out of X and A factor through a universal target X\A ∈ s.S∗, where
(X\A)n =
(
∆•n n X
)∧1op A
and Θn : Xn ∧ An → (X\A)n is the cap pairing determined by
({ιn} n Xn) ∧ An → (∆nn n Xn) ∧ An → (X\A)n.
For simplices x ∈ Xn and a ∈ An, let
x\a = Θn(x ∧ a) ∈ (X\A)n.
Theorem 5. For X ∈ c.S∗ and A, B ∈ s.S∗, the collection of cap pairings of X and A to B is naturally isomorphic to the set
Homs.S∗(X\A, B).
Proof. For a cap pairing {µn : Xn ∧ An → Bn}n≥0, the composition of maps(
∆mn n Xm
) ∧ Am ∼ // ∆mn n (Xm ∧ Am) id⊗µm // ∆mn n Bm // Bn
determines a well defined map µ\ : X\A→ B ∈ s.S∗, and a straightforward calculation shows that µn = µ\ ◦ Θn.
Using the natural isomorphisms
Homs.S∗(X\A, B) =
∫
[n]∈1op
HomS∗((X\A)n, Bn)
=
∫
[m],[n]∈1op
HomS∗(∆
m
n n X
m ∧ Am, Bn)
∼=
∫
[m],[n]∈1op
Hom(∆mn ,HomS∗(X
m ∧ Am, Bn)),
we readily deduce that the function {µn}n≥0 7→ µ\ is a bijection. 
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Recall from [5], X.3, that the total space of X ∈ c.S is given by the mapping space Tot X = mapc.S(∆•, X). Now let X ∈ c.S∗.
Using the simplicial adjunction mapS∗(K+, L) = mapS(K, L), where K ∈ S and L ∈ S∗, we obtain a canonical identification
Tot X = mapc.S∗(∆•+, X). Let A, B ∈ s.S∗, and let µn : Xn ∧ An → Bn, n ≥ 0 be a cap pairing. By the proof of [7], Proposition 7,
the composition of maps
mapS∗(∆
n
+, X
n) ∧∆n+ ∧ An ∧id−−→ Xn ∧ An µn−→ Bn,
where  : mapS∗(∆n+, Xn) ∧∆n+ → Xn is the evaluation map, induces a pairing
Tot X ∧ Diag A µ−→ Diag B. (6)
Combining this result with Theorem 5 yields
Corollary 6. For a cap pairing µn : Xn ∧ An → Bn, the induced pairing (6) factors as
Tot X ∧ Diag A Θ //
µ
''OO
OOO
OOO
OOO
O Diag (X \ A)
µ\

Diag B.
3. The \-product and spectral sequences
For X ∈ c.S∗, let Totn X = mapc.S∗(skn∆•+, X), where skn∆• denotes the cosimplicial space given in codimension s by the
n-skeleton of∆s. The analog of (3) is the sequence of pull-back squares
Totn X //

mapS∗(∆
n+, Xn)

Totn−1 X // mapS∗(∂∆
n+, Xn)
∏
mapS∗ (∂∆n+,Mn) mapS∗(∆
n+,MnX)
(7)
obtained using the inclusions ∂∆n → ∆n and the matching maps Xn → MnX where
MnX = lim
[k] θ−→[n]∈1op
Xk
with θ ranging over the degeneracy operators. If each matching map is a fibration, it follows that each vertical map of (7) is
a fibration, and hence the Tot tower
∗ ← Tot0 X← · · · ← Totm X← · · · ← lim
n
Totn X = Tot X
is a sequence of fibrations under Tot X. Let FibnX denote the fiber of the matching map Xn → MnX. The analog of (4) is the
fibering
mapS∗(S
n, FibnX)→ Totn X→ Totn−1 X.
Note that for the Bousfield and Kan model category structure on c.S∗ [5], X.5, a pointed cosimplicial space X is cofibrant
precisely when each latching map is a cofibration and fibrant precisely when each matching map is a fibration.
Let X ∈ c.S∗ be fibrant. Using the Tot tower Bousfield and Kan [5], IX.4, construct the homotopy spectral sequence{
Es,tr (X)
}
r≥1,t≥s≥0, abutting to pit−sTot X with
Es,t1 (X) = pit−smapS∗(Ss, FibsX) ∼= pitFibsX.
By [5], Proposition X.6.3, there is a natural isomorphism
pitFibsX ∼= NspitX = {x ∈ pitXs | x · si = 0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ s− 1}
of groups when t > s ≥ 0 and of pointed sets when t = s ≥ 0.
In positive dimensions the homotopy spectral sequence coincides with the Bousfield and Kan second quadrant homotopy
spectral sequence [6] which is constructed from an array of differential relations on {NspitX}t>s≥0 using the universal examples
of pointed cosimplicial spaces
Ds,tr = Σ t−ssks+r−1∆•/sks−1∆•, r ≥ 1, t ≥ s ≥ 0,
Eq,t = Σ tskqC∆•/∆•, q, t ≥ 0,
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where C : S → S∗ is the cone functor given by CK = colim∆n→K∆n+1 (see [8], III.5). Specifically one uses the natural
identification [Ds,t1 , X] = NspitX together with homotopy cofiberings
Ds+r,t+r−11
j // Ds,tr
k // Ds,tr+1 D
s,t
1
i // Ds,tr // D
s+1,t+1
r−1
and defines pointed differential relations dr : NspitX  Ns+rpit+r−1X by letting dra = bwhenever there is a map f : Ds,tr → X ∈
Hoc.S∗ with a = f ◦ i and b = f ◦ j. LetRTot : Hoc.S∗ → HoS∗ denote the total right derived functor of Tot . By [2], Section
4.7, there is an isomorphismRTot Eq,t ∼= St ∈ HoS∗, and one readily verifies that there is a homotopy cofibering
Eq+1,t−1 → Dq,t+q1 i−→ Eq,t ∈ Hoc.S∗
with i ∈ [Dq,t+q1 , Eq,t] ∼= Z a generator cf. [6], page 313. Let eq : pitRTot X  Nqpit+qX denote the pointed relation obtained by
the zig-zag of obvious maps
pitRTot X [Eq,t, X]oo i
∗ // NqpitX.
By [5], Proposition X.6.3 and [6], Theorem 7.1, these relations coincide with those obtained from the Tot tower, and hence,
for a fibrant pointed cosimplicial space X, one obtains a decreasing filtration Fspit−sTot X = pit−sTot X ∩ ker es−1 as well as an
induced homomorphism Fspit−sTot X→ Es,t∞(X)whose kernel is Fs+1pit−sTot X. For a detailed discussion of convergence of the
homotopy spectral sequence we refer the reader to [3], Section 4.
For a termwise connected pointed simplicial space A, there is an analogous homotopy spectral sequence [12] defined
using universal pointed simplicial spaces Drs,t and Ss,t . For X, Y ∈ S∗, let X∧˜Y denote the pointed simplicial space with
(X∧˜Y)n = Xn ∧ Y. For s, t ≥ 0, let Ss,t = Ss∧˜St , and for s > 0, let D1s,t = (∆s/Vs0)∧˜St , where Vs0 ⊂ ∆s is the 0-horn spanned
by the faces d1ιs, . . . dsιs. We put D10,t = S0∧˜St . By [12] Proposition 3.3, there is a natural identification NspitA = [D1s,t, A] and
the differential ∂ : NspitA → Ns−1pitA, t > 0 corresponds to the map j : D1s−1,t → D1s,t induced by the facial operator d0. For
s ≥ r > 1, Drs,t ∈ s.S∗ is assembled in accordance with the familiar zig-zag of the differential dr of a first quadrant homology
spectral sequence and is determined, up to unique isomorphism of Hos.S∗, by the homotopy cofibering
D1s−r+1,t+r−2
j−→ Dr−1s,t → Drs,t. (8)
Here Hos.S∗ is the homotopy category of pointed simplicial spaces obtained using the Reedy model category structure [14],
and
NspitA = {a ∈ pitAs | di · a = 0 for 0 < i ≤ s}.
Using (8) and the homotopy cofiberings
D1s,t
i−→ Drs,t → Dr−1s−1,t+1, Ss−r,t+r−1 → Drs,t i
′−→ Ss,t,
one assembles differential relations
dr : NspitA Ns−rpit+r−1A, es : NspitA pis+tDiag A (9)
by letting dra = b whenever there is a map f : Drs,t → A ∈ Hos.S∗ with a = f ◦ i and b = f ◦ j and letting esa = x whenever
there is amap g : Ss,t → A ∈ Hos.S∗ with a = g◦ i′ and x = Diag g ∈ [Diag Ss,t,Diag A] = pis+tDiag A. These relations satisfy the
standard properties as those derived from an exact couple (see [17], XIII.2). For A termwise connected, we obtain a spectral
sequence {Ers,t(A)}r≥1 converging strongly to pis+tDiag Awith differentials
dr : Ers,t(A)→ Ers−r,t+r−1(A)
induced by (9), where
Ers,t(A) = NspitA ∩ ker dr−1/NspitA ∩ im dr−1
Fspis+tDiag A = image (es : NspitA pis+tDiag A) .
For a cosimplicial simplicial abelian group C, let (FmTC, ∂T) denote the filtered total chain complex with
(TC)n =
⊕
k≥0
NkNn+kC, (FmTC)n =
⊕
k≥m
NkNn+kC
and ∂T = ∂+ (−1)n+1δ : (TC)n → (TC)n−1 obtained from the normalized double complex NmNnC
{c ∈ Cmn | c · si = 0 and dj · c = 0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1 and 0 < j ≤ n}
with commuting differentials
NmNnC
δ //
∂

Nm+1NnC
NmNn−1C
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given by δ(c) =∑m+1i=0 (−1)ic · di and ∂(c) = d0 · c. The associated spectral sequence
Es,t1 (C) = Ht−s(FsTC/Fs+1TC) ∼= NsHtC
dr : Es,tr (C)→ Es+r,t+r−1r (C)
converges conditionally to Ht−sTˆC, where (TˆC)n = ∏k≥0 NkNk+nC is the completion of TC.
For a bisimplicial abelian group B, let (FmTB, ∂T) denote the filtered total chain complex with
(TB)n =
⊕
k≥0
NkNn−kB, (FmTB)n =
⊕
k≤m
NkNn−kB
and ∂T |NkNn−kB = ∂h + (−1)k∂v obtained from the normalized double complex
NmNnB = {B ∈ Cm,n | dhi · b = 0 and dvj · b = 0 for 0 < i ≤ m and 0 < j ≤ n}
with commuting differentials
Nm−1NnB NmNnB
∂hoo
∂v

NmNn−1B.
given by ∂h(b) = dh0 · b and ∂v(b) = dv0 · b. The associated spectral sequence
E1s,t(B) = Hs+t(FsTB/Fs−1TB) ∼= NsHtB
dr : Ers,t(B)→ Ers−r,t+r−1(B)
converges strongly to Hs+tTB.
For a cosimplicial simplicial abelian group C and a bisimplicial abelian group B, let C\B denote the bisimplicial abelian
group with
(C\B)n = (Z∆•n ⊗ C)⊗1op B.
Here Z∆•n is the cosimplicial simplicial free abelian group generated by simplices of the cosimplicial discrete space ∆•n. For
simplices c ∈ Cn and b ∈ Bn, let
c\b = [1 · ιn ⊗ c⊗ b] ∈ (C\B)n.
The bisimplicial abelian group C\B has the obvious universal propertywith respect to the class of cap pairings {µn : Cn⊗Bn →
Ln}n≥0, where L ranges over the collection of bisimplicial abelian groups.
Let
Cpq ⊗ Bs,t a−→ (C\B)s−p,q+t (10)
denote the homomorphism determined by sending c ∈ Cpq and b ∈ Bs,t to
(−1)(s−p)q ∑
(µ,ν)
sign(µ, ν) · d0 · · · dp−1(sνt · · · sν1 · c · dp+1 · · · ds\svµq · · · svµ1 · b),
where (µ, ν) ranges over the set of (q, t)-shuffles. Thus (10) is the composition of the Eilenberg–Zilber and (graded)
Alexander–Whitney maps.
Now consider the chain complex (TˆC ⊗ TB, ∂)with
(TˆC ⊗ TB)n =
⊕
k
(TˆC)k ⊗ (TB)n−k
∂ |(TˆC)k⊗(TB)n−k = ∂T ⊗ id+ (−1)kid⊗ ∂T .
Using the familiar simplicial identities (see [11], Definitions 1.1) one readily verifies
dhi · (c _ b) =
{
(−1)q(c · dp+1)_ b, if i = 0,
(−1)qc _ (dhp+i · b), if 0 < i ≤ n,
and it follows that we obtain induced homomorphisms
NpNqC ⊗ NsNtB a−→ Ns−pNq+t(C\B), s ≥ p. (11)
Proposition 7. The collection of homomorphisms (11) induces a pairing of spectral sequences
Ep,qr (C)⊗ Ers,t(B) a−→ Ers−p,q+t(C\B)
satisfying the Leibniz rule dr(c _ b) = (drc _ b)+ (−1)q−p(c _ drb) for c ∈ Ep,qr (C) and b ∈ Ers,t(B).
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Proof. Using the familiar properties of the Eilenberg-Zilber and Alexander-Whitney chain homomorphisms (see [11],
Propositions 29.8 and 29.9) one readily verifies that the homomorphism (TˆC)m⊗ (TB)n a−→ T(C\B)m+n determined by sending
(cj) ∈ (TˆC)m with cj ∈ NjNm+jC and bk ∈ NkNn−kB to
(cj)_ bk =
k∑
j=0
cj _ bk ∈ T(C\B)m+n
satisfies ∂T(c _ b) = (∂Tc _ b)+ (−1)m(c _ ∂b). Thus we obtain a chain homomorphism
TˆC ⊗ TB a−→ T(C\B) (12)
which clearly carries FpTˆC ⊗ FsTB to Fs−pT(C\B). The proof of the proposition is now straightforward. 
In order to facilitate the proof of the analog of Proposition 7 for pointed spaces, we first pause and take time to point out
(cf. [6], Section 9.4) that (12) factors naturally through a pairing
TˆC ⊗ TB a−→ T(C ] B), (13)
where C ] B ⊆ C\B is the bisimplicial abelian subgroup with (C ] B)n generated by simplices of the form
d0 · · · dp−1(c · dp+1 · · · dp+n\b) for c ∈ Cp and b ∈ Bp+n.
Proposition 8. For a cosimplicial simplicial abelian group C and a bisimplicial abelian group B, the pairing (13) induces a pairing
of spectral sequences
Ep,qr (C)⊗ Ers,t(B) a−→ Ers−p,q+t(C ] B);
moreover, this pairing is compatible with the pairing of Proposition 7.
Recall that X ∈ c.S∗ is cofibrant when its maximal augmentation is a point. Clearly, the functor ∆•n n −: c.S∗ → c.S∗
carries pointed cosimplicial spaces to pointed cofibrant cosimplicial spaces. Since each pointed simplicial space is cofibrant,
we obtain
Lemma 9. The functor c.S∗ × s.S∗ \−→ s.S∗ has a total left derived functor
Hoc.S∗ × Hos.S∗ \L−→ Hos.S∗,
and the canonical map X \L A→ X\A ∈ Hos.S∗ is an isomorphism.
Using the identities [Dp,q1 , X] = NppiqX, [D1s,t, A] = NspitA and the previous lemma, we see that each element f ∈
Ns−ppiq+t(D
p,q
1 \D
1
s,t) induces a pairing
µf : NppiqX ∧ NspitA→ Ns−ppiq+t(X\A).
By [6], Section 5.3,NppiqD
p,q
1
∼= Z and is generated by the nondegenerate q-simplex σp,q ofΣ q−p∆p/∂∆p. Similarly,NspitD1s,t ∼= Z
and is generated by the nondegenerate t-simplex ιs,t of (∆s/V0s )s∧˜St . Since ∗ = (D1s,t)m, m < s− 1 and LnD1s,t = (D1s,t)n, s < n,
we have a homotopy cofibering(
∆•n n D
p,q
1
)s−1
T ∧ St →
(
Dp,q1 \D
1
s,t
)
n
→ (∆•n n Dp,q1 )sT ∧ St,
and we readily deduce that (Dp,q1 \D
s,t
1 )n is (q+ t − 1)-connected. Here we write XnT = Xn/LnX for X ∈ c.S∗.
For a pointed space K, let Z˜K, denote the simplicial free abelian group generated by the non-base simplices of K. Recall
that H˜∗(K) = pi∗Z˜K and theHurewicz homomorphism (e.g. [11], Definition 13.2) is induced by the obvious inclusion K → Z˜K.
Lemma 10. For X ∈ c.S∗ and A ∈ s.S∗, there is a natural isomorphism of bisimplicial abelian groups
Z˜(X\A) ∼−→ Z˜X\Z˜A.
Proof. The functor Z˜ is a left adjoint of the forgetful functor. Thus Z˜ preserves colimits. The proof of the lemma follows by
induction using suitable latching objects. 
Let X ∈ c.S∗ and A ∈ s.S∗. Using the natural isomorphisms Ep,q1 (X; Z˜) ∼= NpH˜q(X), E1s,t(A; Z˜) ∼= NsH˜t(A), Lemma 10
and Proposition 7, we obtain a pairing
NpH˜q(X)⊗ NsH˜t(A) a−→ Ns−pH˜q+t(X\A).
By exactness of the normalization functor and the Hurewicz isomorphism theorem there is a unique map
f : D1s−p,q+t → Dp,q1 \D1s,t ∈ Hos.S∗
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such that h(f ) = [σp,q]_ [ιs,t] ∈ Ns−pH˜q+t(Dp,q1 \D1s,t), and hence we obtain an induced pairing
NppiqX ∧ NspitA a−→ Ns−ppiq+t(X\A) with s ≥ p and q, t > 0 (14)
which clearly factors through a pairing
NppiqX ∧ NspitA a−→ Ns−ppiq+t(X ] A). (15)
Here X ] A ⊆ X\A denotes the pointed simplicial subspace with (X ] A)n consisting of simplices of the form d0 · · · dp−1(x ·
dp+1 · · · dp+n\a), where x ∈ Xp, a ∈ Ap+n and p ≥ 0. Note that sid0 · · · dp−1(x·dp+1 · · · dp+n\a) = d0 · · · dp−1(x·dp+1 · · · dp+n+1\si+pa)
for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, and hence X ] A is closed under degeneracy operators.
For X ∈ c.S∗ and A ∈ s.S∗ consider the geometric normalizations X0N = X0, XmN = Xm/im d0 ∪ · · · ∪ im dm−1 for
m > 0, and AN0 = A0 and ANn = An/im s0 ∪ · · · imsn−1 for n > 0. Using the Alexander-Whitney maps we obtain maps
awi : Xi ∧ An+i → (X ] A)Nn with
awi(x ∧ a) = d0 · · · di−1(x · di+1 · · · dn+i\a).
Consider the increasing filtration of (X ] A)Nn with
Fk(X ] A)
N
n =
k⋃
i=0
im
(
Xi ∧ An+i awi−→ (X ] A)Nn
)
.
Lemma 11. For a pointed cosimplicial space X and a pointed simplicial space A, there is a natural cofibering
Fk−1(X ] A)Nn → Fk(X ] A)Nn → XkN ∧ ANk+n.
Proof. For x′ ∈ Xk−1, a ∈ An+k and 0 ≤ i ≤ k− 1 we have
d0 · · · dk−1((x′ · di) · dk+1 · · · dk+n\a) = d0 · · · dk−2(x′ · dk · · · dk+n\di · a),
and for x ∈ Xk, a′ ∈ An+k−1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ n+ kwe have
d0 · · · dk−1(x · dk+1 · · · dk+n\sj · a′) =
{
d0 · · · dk−2 (x · sjdk · · · dk+n−1\a′)
sj−kd0 · · · dk−1(x · dk+1 · · · dk+n−1\a′),
where the former formula holds for 0 ≤ j < k and the latter for k ≤ j. Thus we obtain a commutative diagram
LkkX ∧ An+k ∪ Xk ∧ Ln+kA //

Xk ∧ An+k
awk

// XkN ∧ ANn+k
f

Fk−1(X ] A)Nn // Fk(X ] A)Nn //
Fk(X ] A)
N
n
Fk−1(X ] A)Nn
of cofibration sequences, where LkkX = im d0 ∪ · · · ∪ im dk−1. Since f is surjective, it suffices to show that f is injective.
The pointed cosimplicial space∆•nnX is cofibrant. Thus each non-base simplex (θ∧ x) ∈ ∆knnXk can uniquely be written
in the form
(θ ∧ x) = (θ′ ∧ x′) · di1 · · · diq
with 0 ≤ i1 < · · · < iq ≤ k and (θ′∧x′) ∈ ∆k−qnXk−q not a coface (see [5], X.4.2), andwe deduce readily that f is injective. 
Theorem 12. The pairings (14) and (15) induce pairings of homotopy spectral sequences
Ep,qr (X)⊗ Ers,t(A) a // Ers−p,q+t(X \ A)
FppiqTot X ⊗ FspitDiag A a // Fs−ppiq+tDiag (X \ A)
Ep,qr (X)⊗ Ers,t(A) a // Ers−p,q+t(X ] A)
FppiqTot X ⊗ FspitDiag A a // Fs−ppiq+tDiag (X ] A)
with dr(x _ a) = (drx)_ a+ (−1)q−px _ dra.
Proof. The existence of the former pairing follows directly from the existence of the latter pairing, for which it suffices to
consider the following two cases: X = Dp,qr , A = Drs,t and X = Ep,q−p, A = Ss,t .
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For the first case there are weak equivalences
XkN '

Sq if k = p,
∗ if p < k < p+ r,
Sq+r−1 if k = p+ r
ANk+n '

St if n = s− k
∗ if s− k− r < n < s− k
St+r−1 if n = s− k− r.
Hence
(X ] A)Nn '
{
Sq ∧ St if n = s− p
∗ if s− p− r < n < s− p
and there is a homotopy cofibration sequence
Sq ∧ St+r−1 → (X ] A)Ns−p−r → Sq+r−1 ∧ St.
Since NnH˜∗(X ] A) = H˜∗(X ] A)Nn , we see that the Hurewicz map Nnpim(X ] A) → NnH˜m(X ] A) is an isomorphism when
(n,m) = (p− s, q+ t) and when (n,m) = (s− p− r, q+ t + r − 1).
We now consider the second case. Using the weak equivalences
XkN '
{
Sq if k = p
∗ if k 6= p A
N
k+n '
{
St if n = s− k
∗ if n 6= s− k,
we see that (X ] A)Nn ' ∗ for n 6= s − p and (X ] A)Ns−p ' Sq ∧ St . The proof of the theorem is an immediate consequence of
Proposition 8. 
Let X be a space. For a commutative ring R and an R-module G, consider homology with coefficients in G and cohomology
with coefficients in R. Using the formula
(c ^ d)_ σ = c _ (d _ σ) ∈ Hs−p−q(X;G),
where c ∈ Hp(X; R), d ∈ Hq(X; R) and σ ∈ Hs(X;G), we see that H∗(X;G) is a graded H∗(X; R)-module.
Proposition 13. For X, Y ∈ c.S∗ and A ∈ s.S∗ there is a canonical identification
X\ (Y\A) = (X ∧ Y) \A.
Proof. The map (∆jk n Xj) ∧ (∆ij n Y i) ∧ Ai → ∆ik n Xi ∧ Y i ∧ Ai determined by (θ ∧ x ∧ φ ∧ y ∧ a) 7→ (θ · φ ∧ x · φ ∧ y ∧ a)
induces a canonical map Φ : X\(Y\A) → (X ∧ Y)\A. Here θ · φ means the composition of maps [k] θ←− [j] φ←− [i] ∈ 1op. An
explicit calculation shows that Φ is an isomorphism whenever A = (∆n ∧ ∆q)+. The proof now follows by a direct limit
argument. 
Bousfield and Kan [6], Theorem 10.4, show that the Alexander–Whitney and Eilenberg–Zilber maps determine a pairing
of spectral sequences
Ep,qr (X)⊗ Es,tr (Y) `−→ Ep+s,q+tr (X ∧ Y).
Using the associative properties of the Alexander–Whitney and Eilenberg–Zilber map (see [11], Propositions 29.8 and 29.9)
and Proposition 13, a lengthy computation reveals
(x ^ y)_ a = (x _ (y _ a)), x ∈ NppiqX, y ∈ Np˜piq˜Y, a ∈ NspitA,
and we leave to the reader the exercise of proving
Proposition 14. For X, Y ∈ c.S∗ fibrant and A ∈ s.S∗ termwise connected, there is a commutative diagram of induced pairings
Ep,qr (X)⊗ Ep˜,q˜r (Y)⊗ Ers,t(A) //

Ep,qr (X)⊗ Ers−p˜,q˜+t(Y \ A)

Ep+p˜,q+q˜r (X ∧ Y)⊗ Ers,t(A) // Ers−p−p˜,q+q˜+t
(
(X ∧ Y) \ A).
4. Homotopy limits, colimits and \-products
Let I be a small category. We continue to follow the terminology of 2.1 and call covariant functors from I to S∗ left I-
modules and contravariant functors right I-modules. We denote the categories of left and right I-modules by IMod andModI.
For X ∈ ModI and A∈IMod, we often write Xi = X(i) and Ai = A(i).
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For i ∈ I, let B(i ↓ I) denote the classify space of the category of objects under i. Following Bousfield and Kan [5], XI.3.2
and XII.2.1, the homotopy limit of X ∈ ModI is the end
holimI X = homI(B(− ↓ I), X) ∈ S∗
and the homotopy colimit of A∈IMod is the coend
hocolimI A = B (− ↓ I)nI A ∈ S∗.
Let X ∈ ModI and A, B∈IMod. As in 2.3 a cap pairing of X and A to B consists of a collection of pointed maps {µi : Xi ∧ Ai →
Bi}i∈I satisfying a projection formula that is analogous to Eq. (5). The class of cap pairings going out of X and A factor through
a universal target X\A∈IMod, where
(X\A)i = (HomI(•, i) n X)∧I A ∈ S∗
and θi : Xi ∧ Ai → (X\A)i is the cap pairing determine by θi(x∧ a) = [idi ∧ x∧ a]. The proof of the following is similar to that
of Theorem 5.
Theorem 15. For X ∈ ModI and A, B∈IMod, the collection of cap pairings of X and A to B is naturally isomorphic to the set
HomIMod(X\A, B).
By the proof of [7], Proposition 7, each cap pairing {µi : Xi ∧ Ai → Bi}i∈I induces a pairing µ : holimI X ∧ hocolimI A →
hocolimI B. Combining this result with Theorem 15 yields
Corollary 16. For a cap pairing µi : Xi ∧ Ai → Bi, i ∈ I the induced pairing µ factors as
holimI X ∧ hocolimI A Θ //
µ
))SSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSS
hocolimI (X \ A)
µ\

hocolimI B.
For a small category I, consider the functors IMod
u•−→ c.S∗,ModI ∨•−→ s.S∗, where
un X = ∏
i0→···→in
Xi0 and ∨n A =
∨
i0→···→in
Ai0 .
For i ∈ I, let N•(i ↓ I) denote the nerve of the comma category of objects under i ∈ I. Viewing Nn(i ↓ I) as a discrete space,
we obtain a right I-module N•(− ↓ I)+. Using the identities
un X = homI(Nn(− ↓ I), X)
∨n A = Nn (− ↓ I)nI A
B(i ↓ I) = ∆•×1op N•(i ↓ I)
we obtain natural isomorphisms
holimI X ∼= TothomI(N•(− ↓ I), X)
hocolimI A ∼= Diag (N•(− ↓ I)⊗I A) .
Let A∈IMod be termwise connected, and let X ∈ c.S∗ be termwise fibrant. By [5], XI.7.1, and 3.3, there are homotopy spectral
sequences
Es,tr (X) = Es,tr (u• X) =⇒ pit−sholimI X
Ers,t(A) = Ers,t(∨• A) =⇒ pit+shocolimI A.
One verifies readily that the collection of pointed maps
homI(Nn(− ↓ I), X) ∧ (Nn (− ↓ I)nI A) θn−→ Nn (− ↓ I)nI(X\A), n ≥ 0
determine by θn(φ∧ (u∧a)) = [u∧θ(φ(u)∧a)] is a cap pairing. By the universal property of Theorem 15 there is an induced
map
(u• X)\(∨• A)→ ∨•(X\A),
and one deduces
Theorem 17. For X ∈ ModI termwise fibrant and A∈IMod termwise connected, the pairing (14) induces a pairing of homotopy
spectral sequences
Ep,qr (X)⊗ Ers,t(A) a // Ers−p,q+t(X \ A)
Fppiq holimI X ⊗ Fspit hocolimI A a // Fs−ppiq+t hocolimI (X \ A).
We leave the formulation of the analog of Proposition 14 for X, Y ∈ ModI and A∈IMod to the conscientious reader.
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